JANUARY 26 – MAY 25, 2021
Northeast Wisdom/Wisdom Waypoints Practice Circle – Wisdom Jesus
Live Zoom Online Book Group held as a Wisdom Circle
The Wisdom Jesus: Transforming Heart and Mind – A new Perspective on Christ and His Message
by Cynthia Bourgeault (2008)
Once a month starting January 2021 ~ through May 2021
In Wisdom Jesus we will be attempting a new take on Jesus, a new look at him as a master in an
ancient spiritual tradition which I’ll call wisdom. The angle of approach I will be using through this
book is to see Jesus first and foremost as a wisdom teacher, a person who clearly emerges out of
and works within an ancient tradition called “wisdom,” known sometimes as sophia perennis, which is
in fact at the headwaters of all the great religious traditions of the world today. It’s concerned with the
transformation of the whole human being. The key tool that we need to find and live the path
today…this tool is our own power of inner recognition.” (p. 3, 4)
In our 5 month Tuesday Wisdom book Circle we will intentionally cultivate a Wisdom way of knowing
through:
●

Grounding in the Practices of a Wisdom Circle

●

Supportive group discussions facilitated by seasoned Wisdom practitioners centering around
readings in Wisdom Jesus: Transforming Heart and Mind – A new Perspective on Christ
and His Message b
 y Cynthia Bourgeault: 3 - 4 chapters a month

●

Mindful attentional practices/Inner Tasks

●

Meditation

●

Body movements and sacred gesture

This Wisdom Practice book Circle is designed for seekers who want to cultivate a deeper connection
with the Wisdom tradition which lies at the headwaters of all sacred paths. As we come together in
community, seeking inspiration and practices for our awakening, we will leave with a felt sense of our
deepening presence and how we can be of service in the world.
To enroll,
Dates:
Times:

email: Marcellak2@aol.com
Fourth Tuesday of the month: 1/26, 2/23, 3/23, 4/27, 5/25
Either 10:00 – 11:30am ET, 1:00 – 2:30pm ET, OR 7:00 – 8:30pm ET

Contribute: Suggested donation of $75 to Northeast Wisdom/Wisdom Waypoints, or an amount that
is sustainable for you. You may donate online by following this link, click on the yellow “Donate”
button. Northeast Wisdom activities are supported entirely by donations; if you can ‘pay it forward’ for
another person, we are most grateful. Please include in the memo line “Wisdom Jesus”. Thank you.
Platform: Zoom. Earbuds are suggested for clarity of hearing.
About Wisdom Jesus:
“There are few spiritual teachers who give us genuinely fresh insight, but even fewer who give us the
tools so we can come to those insights for ourselves. Cynthia Bourgeault does both [in Wisdom
Jesus], and does them very well”. ~ Richard Rohr
Sponsored by Northeast Wisdom/Wisdom Waypoints

